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ABSTRACT 

According to attentional theory, certain activiti es such 

as walking, typing, or driving a car become "automated" with 

sufficient practice and no longer require attention for 

efficient execution. It has been suggest ed that att ention 

to a motor aspect of such activiti e s ma y ev en prove disruptive 

once the activity has become automated. Thi s exper iment was 

designed to test this ide a by r equir i ng t ypists to fo cus 

attention on various aspects of t yp ing . Af te r the i nitia l 

typing of a test para graph , s ubjects i n thre~ gr oups wer e 

asked to r e -type the same para gr ap h with an add d tas k. 

One grou p was as ked to count t he number of times they u ed 

the third finger o f the left hand; one gr oup was tc count 

the numb er o f times they type d the lette r s "p," "k," and "q;" 

and a t hird gr oup was to count the number of times th · 

typed the word "and. " A fo urth group se r ed as a control 

group a nd wa s a sked onl y to r e - t p the paragraph ~itb no 

added task. Ana l ys i s o f r esults indicated that subjects 

asked to count f i nge r moveme nts ook ~i gnificantl mo e time 

to r e -t ype the par agra ph than the other groups . The aver age 

tim e increase f or t he f in ge r gr oup was 47 . 33 seconds as 

d fo r t he le tte r gr oup, - 1 . 47 seconds compa r ed to 8.67 s econ s 

f d -2.73 s econd s f or the control group. or the "and" group, an 

Th Change 1. n the numbe r of error s made ere was no s i gni ficant 

by an y of the f our groups. Thes e r e sul t s s e em to s uggest 



tha t attention may have a disruptive influence v1en focused 

on a motor aspect of an aut omated activi ty. 
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Chapt e r 1 

I NTRODUCTION 

On e of th e mos t f as c inat in g as pect s of cogni t i ve fun cti on

i ng i s th e r ole of t he proces s call ed at t ention . Ther e are 

seve r a l app are nt l y par ado xi cal ways i n which attention oper ates . 

I t may be in vo luntar ily in voked by the intrusion of a novel 

stimulus f r om t he environment , or it may be de libe rately 

fo cus e d on an external e ve nt o r obje ct by th e i nternal menta l 

processes of t he i ndividua l . I t may e e n be fo cused on the 

int er nal me nt a l proces ses t hemselves . I t i s essenti al to t he 

lea rnin g process , ye t the appare nt goa l of skil l l ear ni ng is 

t o min i mi ze th e nee d fo r attention , pe r haps to eliminate it 

a lto gether so t hat atte ntion can be utilized in the per f ormanc e 

of o th e r co ncurr ent tasks. 

Eve n a child under tands what is meant by the admo nition 

to "pay at tent i on. " Empir i call it seems to be simpl a 

f ocusi ng o f me nt a l r esources on a par icular object or i dea . 

Thi s un iver sa l s ub jective e xperience is what ~illiam James 

was r eferr i ng t o back in 1890 ,he n he ,rote that 'E ery one 

knows wha t at tention is . He went on to define it as 't he 

· d · clear and i id form, of takin g possession of the min , 1n 

one out o f wha t seem se e r al simultaneousl pos ible object s 

or trains o f thought " ( p . 4 0 3) . I n discussing t he questio n 

of how man y d i ff e r e nt t hin gs can be attended to at one time , 

he s tated th at " the ans\\e r i s , not easily mo r e than one , 

1 



2 
unl es s the processes ar e very habitual" ( P. 409) . 

Anders on (1980) offers some metaphorical models which 

may be helpful in conceptualizing the process of attention. 

He states that it may be thought of as an energy source with 

a fixed a~ount of current to be allocated among various tasks; 

as a work-space with a limited amount of room in which to 

function; or as an animate entity operated by "a small set 

of agents, often called 'demons'" ( 26) p. . The number of 

tasks that can be performed at one time is limited by the 

number of "demons" available. These metaphorical models are 

roughly analagous to the "single channel" model of Broadbent 

(1958), the "capacity" model of Kahneman (1973), and the 

"multiple resources" model of Navan and Gopher (1979), all 

of which are briefly reviewed below. 

Broadbent (1958) speculated that all information is 

handled by one channel with a limited capacity. His theory 

was based in part on extensive dichotic listening experiments 

by Cherry (1953) who demonstrated that when two simultaneous 

messages were presented by earphones to subjects who were asked 

to "shadow" only one message by repeating it back, most informa

tion from the second message was excluded from awareness. 

Subjects were able to distinguish between a male or female 

voice in the unattended message, but were not able to report 

the meaning of the message. Broadbent (1958) uses the analogy 

of "a radio r e ceiver designed to eliminate impulse interference" 

to account for the exclusion of unattended information, and 
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re fe r s t o th is concep t as "t he Filt er Theory, sin ce it supposes 

a filte r at th e ent rance to the ner vous system which will pass 

some classes of stimuli but not others" (pp. 41-43). This 

theory has since been modified as a result of experiments by 

such researchers as Triesman (1960) who demonstrated that 

s ub ject s in dichotic listening tasks would sometimes switch 

at tention from one ear to the other in order to follow a 

meaningful message. McKay (1973) showed in his research that 

words presented to the unattended ear during a shadowing task 

could influence the meaning of the message being shadowed. 

These results indicate that information on the unattended 

channel is actually processed at a semantic level rather than 

being filtered out at an earlier level as originally suggested 

by Broadbent. 

Kahneman (1973) proposes a capacity model of attention 

which depends on an allocation policy to distribute the 

limited capacity to meet the demands of the various body 

structures. He suggests that this capacity may be flexible 

to the extent that it may increase or decrease in response to 

the arousal level of the organism or the demands of the 

activit y . In this respect it differs from the rigid capacity 

mod e l suggested by Anderson's metaphor. Kahneman uses the 

t t · " to describe the terms "effort," "capacity," or "at en· ion 

evaluated and allocated to specific "nonspecif ic input " which is 

structures for activation. 

refer to attentional capacity Navon and Gopher (19 79 ) 
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as ' ' r e sources•" a term they credit to Norman and Bobrow ( 1975). 

Rather than a single pool of resources, or a 
single processin g 

channel, they envision a system incorporating "a number of 

different mechanisms, each having its own capacity." Under 

this concept, "tasks interfere with each other to the extent 

that their demand compositions are similar so that they have to 

compete for resourc ~s '' (p. 238). Rather than a flexible capacity, 

as suggested by Kahneman, they propose that an added task may 

not increase capacity but may instead have properties which 

enable the secondary task to utilize different resources which 

are not engaged in the primary task. This concept may explain 

some of the inconsistencies found in many dual task experiments 

which indicate that there is less interference between tasks 

when the tasks are dissimilar in nature. This idea was 

investigated by McLeod (1977) who performed an experiment which 

required subjects to respond either vocally or manually to a 

tone identification task while simultaneously engaged in a 

manual trackin g task. Although the group which responded 

manually were instructed to use the hand not engaged in the 

tracking task to respond to the tone, the performance of these 

subjects was significantly worse than that of the subjects 

who responded vocally. McLeod believes that these results 

lend support to the multiple resources theory. However, Posner 

(198 2 ) finds no incompatibilit y between the multiple resources 

Inst ead , he sees a combination and the single channel views. 

. being accomplished by diff erent of the two with much processing 
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isolated sys t ems but with ct· 

coor ination being "achieved through 

a limit ed capac ity system that might be identified with con-

sc ious awareness" (p. l71) • Thus a bottleneck effect is 

observed when a number of incoming signals require the use 

of some common structure at a higher level 
1
· n h t e hierarchy. 

An interesting aspect of attention which none of these 

theories address is how some tasks can become automatic with 

practice. The term "automaticity" refers in the broadest 

sense to any cognitive, verbal or motor skill which has been 

learned and practiced "to the extent that it is coordinated 

without attentional control" (Logan , p. 189). By this defini

tion , speaking, walking, and t yping are all considered auto

mated activities. 

The development of automaticity has been studied in the 

context of motor skill learning by Fitts and Posner (1967). 

The authors draw an analogy between the organization of a 

skilled performance and a computer program consisting of 

fixed sequences, or "subroutines," which are repeated over 

and over again under the control of . the overall plan, or 

"executive program. 11 These fixed units of movement are auto

matic and may be used in many different skills. An example 

might be the extension and flexion of the fingers, a motor 

action which becomes incorporated in the performance of 

innumerable daily activities ranging from grasping an object 

to typing or playing the piano. 

Fitts and Posn er identify three stages of skill learning. 
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First is the "early or cognitive" t 

sage when it is necessary 

to attend to visual and kinesthetic cues 
, and to direct 

attention to the selection of appropri·ate subroutines. One 

example given is the person learning a new dance step. At 

this early stage, he or she must watch the f eet and not ice 
how they are placed. Instructions and demonstrations are 

effective at this stage, and "can be considered as a first 

step in the development of an executive program" (p. 12). 

Subroutines which have already been learned such as stepping 

forward or back are incorporated into a new pattern. During 

this phase, errors are frequent and "behavior is truly a patch

work of old habits ready to be put together in new patterns" 

( p. 12) . 

Next comes the "intermediate or associative" stage when 

the already learned subroutines become associated with the 

new patterns through practice. During this phase, errors 

such as "grossly inappropriate subroutines, wrong sequences 

of acts, and responses to wrong cues" are gradually eliminated 

(p. 12). Speed of performance also increases during this 

stage. An experiment by Fitts and Switzer (cited in Fitts, 

1964) demonstrates how the time required to produce an unfamil

iar vocal response to a picture stimulus is reduced as new 

associations are formed by practice. In this experiment, 

subjects were asked to respond vocally to pictures of familiar 

objects with a letter of the alphabet. In one condition, the 

lett e r response was the first letter of the name of the object 
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(e.g. ''H" for house) . In the second cond1· t1·on , t he s ame 
letters were assigned randomly wi· th h 

t e restriction that the 

correct letter response was not the 
first letter of the object 

pictured. After pre-training to the point where subjects 

achieved two correct trials, reaction times were recorded 

over five 30 minute test sess1·ons. R esults showed that while 

mean reaction times for those groups required to give the 

unfamiliar letter response were consistently longer than for 

those who gave the familiar lett er response, the mean times 

for both groups decreased steadily with practice over the five 

sessions, and initial improvement was faster for those learning 

the unfamiliar letter responses. 

During the "final or autonomous " stage, the activity 

become s more automated and less subject to direct co gnitive 

control. This is the stage when it is possible to walk, fo r 

example , and carry on a con ve r sation at the s ame time . The 

activity of walking is under the control of t he executive 

program and does not inter fere with the activity of talking 

(Fitts and Posner, 1967). The authors cite an experiment by 

Bahrick , Nobl e and Fitts (1954) in volvin g two groups of sub

jects who were required to push keys in r esponse to light s, 

some of which appeared at regular inte rvals, others randomly. 

The concurrent task was to perform orall y presen ted arithmet ic 

prob lems. The results showed that after considerable practice 

Condition subjects were ab le to in the predictable r espo nse • 

arl.thmetical task efficiently and with 
perform the s econda r y 
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little interference to the primary t k f 
as o key pressing. 

These results support the view that a t n au onomous stage can 

be achieved through continued practi·ce th , at the primary skill 

requires little conscious processing at this stage, and that 

it "can be carried on while new learning is in progress" 

(pp. 14-15). It is interesting to note, however, that the 

subjects responding to the light present ed at random interva ls 

were less efficient and experience d more interference with 

the secondary task than subjects responding to the light 

presented at regular intervals. This seems to indicate that 

predictability may be an important element in the development 

of automaticity. Also, the point is made by the authors that 

performance i s not static once the autonomous stage has been 

achieved. It may continue to improve in terms of both speed 

and proficiency with continued practice, although at a slower 

rate than during the associative stage. 

An important aspect of the learning process described 

above is the role played by feedback . Fitts and Posner (1967) 

define feedback as follows: 

Since skilled behavior requires s equences of activity, 

both sensory information and response movements are 

d ~1oreover , much rele ant informacontinually involve . 0 

tion is in the form of stimuli arising from previous 

· tal consequences of those responses. responses or env1ronmen 

. are collectively called These sources of informat ion 

feedback. 
sequences free from feedback The only response 
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effects are those which are so 
short that there is 

insuffici ent time for feedback 
information to be pro-

cessed and modify the response. F db ee ack is highly 

important whenever a sk1'lled f per ormance lasts for 

more than a second. (p. 2) 

According to Schmidt (1980), the need for monitoring 

skilled performance by means of feedback tends to decrease 

as the level of skill increases. Such monitoring requires 

attention, and when attention is directed elsewhere, the 

execution of an activity which has become fully automated 

may be turned over to a centrally stored program, or blueprint, 

which automatically directs the activity until correction or 

adjustment is required, at which time the feedback mode will 

be called upon. In other words, either method may be used 

at will, depending upon the circumstances. Schmidt sees this 

flexibility as an example of the redundancy often observed 

in biological functions. 

One phenomenon which has been noted by several researchers 

in the field but which seems never to have been systematically 

investigated is the disruptive effect produced by consciously 

foc using attention on a specific motor function within an 

automated sk i ll. Anyone who has engaged in a sport such as 

golf or tennis may have experienced this disruption when 

trying to improve performance by analyzing some particular 

aspect of his or her swing. Attention may be focused on the 

SubI·outine, such as wrist action, performance o f one specific 
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and t he c ha nce s ar e good that the 

overall swing will deteri-
orat e until the desired change is 

incorporated or the original 

pattern is reinstated, allowing the "executi·ve 
program" to re-

estab 11· sh itself. F1"tts ad p 
n osner ( 1967) note that "If the 

attention of a golfer is called to his muscle movements before 

an important putt, he may find it unusually difficult to attain 

his natural swing" ( p. 15) . 

Schmidt (1980), in discussing the role of feedback in 

the performance of automated skills, notes that while feedback 

is obviously necessary in such activities as driving a car, 

it may in some instances prove disruptive. He writes that "a 

common example is asking a pianist to think about what a 

particular finger is doing in a complex piece, and disruption 

of skill is usually found" (p. 126). It is not clear whether 

he means that the feedback itself is disruptive, or whether 

he means that being forced to return to the feedback mode of 

performing is disruptive. He goes on to say that evidence on 

this and other questions of a similar nature is limited and 

"should provide interesting work for the future." 

The purpose of the following experiment is to determine 

whether a task involving the focusing of attention on a 

component motor function within an automated skill disrupts 

performance more severely than focusing attention on a similar 

cognitive task which does not involve any aspect of the motor 

function. 

t yping. 

The skill chos en to test this proposition was 

f typ ing skill is a complex process The acquisition o 

· habits" (West , 1969, p. 73). involvin o- a "hierarchy of stroking 
b 
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Three overlapping s t ages of learning are identified by West: 

( 1) a "pre-letter stage" , h · h 
N 1c requires vocalization of each 

letter as an intermediary st· 1 b • 1mu us etween the visual perception 

of the letter and the actual stroking of the letter; (2) a 

"letter-level s tage" whe n vocalization is no l onger ne cessary 

but each l e tt e r s erves as a stimulus and muscular sensation 

begins to provide an index of co rrect ness; ( 3) a "chained

respon se stage " when frequentl y occurring sequences of l etter s 

are typ e d as seque nc es rathe r than as separate l et ters, and 

kinesthetic sensation s se rv e both as stimuli for succeeding 

st rokes and as feedback for corr ect ness afte r a stroke . 

According to West, re sponse chains usuall consist of two or 

thr ee l etter sequences, no t necessaril s llabl es . Only ve ry 

highly skilled t ypists, tho se who are capabl e of speeds above 

80 wo r ds per minute, have t he abilit1 to t ype at the word 

level, a nd even then there is "an in ten eav ing of chained 

with singl e-stroke respon ses" (p . 73-7 ) . 

In order to induce subjects to focu attention on a 

particul ar mot or function oft ·ping, subjects in one group 

(G r oup A) we r e asked to count the numbe r of times they used 

a ce rt ain f in ger (in this case, the third finge r of the left 

h It was predicted t hat hand) when typin g a t est paragrap • 

· f skilled typists since this would prove most disrupti ve or 

· the motor function of it would not onl y focus attention on 

( which preswnably has become autostriking a part i cular key 

r equi re them to type at the mat ic ), but it wo uld a lso 
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''l ett er-l eve l s t age" rather than the " h • d 
c a1ne -response s t age . " 

In order to control for the · possibility that subjects 

in Group A might utilize a strategy of counting the letters 

typed by a particular finger instead of concentrating on the 

finger movements, a second group of subjects (Group B) was 

asked to count the number of times they t yped three letters 

( 1. n this case "p, " "q, " and "k") , as opposed to counting finger 

movements. It was predicted that subjects in Group B would 

show less interference than those in Group A because even 

though they would also be required to type at the "letter

leve l stage," they would not be required to focus attention 

on a specific motor function. However, if subjects in Group 

A were in fact using this strategy, then there should be no 

significant difference in the performance of the two groups. 

Since it has been demonstrated by many researchers 

(e.g. West, 1969; Logan, 1982) that t yping responses of skilled 

typists often consi s t of fr equentl y used words of two or three 

l etters, a third group (Group C) was asked to count the 

number of times they t yped the word "and " in the test para-

graph. It was predicted that this task would show less 

int er fe rence than the other two since it would not disrupt 

the "chained-response" level of typing and would not focus 

attention on a motor function. 

·red to type the test All three of the groups were requi 

at t heir norma l r ate and se condl y par agraph twice, first 

with the added task as described above. 
A fourth group (Group D) 



was added to cont r o l fo r any significant practice effect 

resultin g from ha v ing typed the paragraph once. This group 

was asked only to r e -type the same paragraph with no added 

task. 

13 



Subjects and Design 

Chapter 2 

METHOD 

The subjects were volunteers from the professional staff 

at Austin Peay St ate University, from student wo rkers assigned 

to uni vers it y offi ces as t ypists , and from advanced typing 

classes in the Continuing Education program at APSU. The 

criterion for skill level was that they must be able to type 

the test paragraph consisting of approximately 200 standard 

word s at a minimum rate of 40 words per minute (wpm) . Skill 

levels ran ge d from a maximum speed of 101 pm to a minimum 

of 40 wpm, with a mean r ate of 6 wpm. Error ran ed from 0 

to 35 fo r the e ntire paragraph vi ham an r a e of 9.4 

err ors per mi nute ( epm) . The 60 ubj cs were randoml 

assigned to the four e p riment al group , i h the r riction 

that 15 subjects be a signed to each r oup. ubjects e r e 

tested in their own offices on the pe\ ri rs tha th 

normally used. Arrang m nts wer m d to pr e n in e rruptions 

during testing . In the case of the eight advanced t ping 

studen s, a r oom was pro ided wi h a yp wri e r of the same 

make and model as those used in class . 

~lat er ials 

Wer·e chosen for use in the testing, Three paragraphs 

all approximately 200 standard wo rd in length and all in 

14 
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narrative form. The thi'rd paragraph (tes---l, paragraph) was 

devised to contain exactly the same number of 
combined 

occurrences ( 18) of the letters 11s 11 " 11 d 
, w, an 11 x 11 (the letters 

stroked by the third finger of the left hand); the letters 

11 p , 11 "q , " and "k · " a d th , n e word "and." Th h et ree paragraphs 

are presented in the Appendix. 

Procedure 

The first two paragraphs were administered, one at a 

time, to each subject individually as a warm-up exercise . 

Each performance was timed and scored in order to allow the 

subject to become accustomed to the test conditions. Each 

was then asked to type the third (test) paragraph all the way 

to the end as quickly and accurately as possible and to indi

cate irrimediatel y when he or she had finished. Each paragraph 

was presented only when the subject was set up and ready to 

start so that no preview of the material was possible. Timing 

started with the word "Go" and ended with the subject's 

indication that he or she had finished the paragraph. After 

completion of the third (test) paragraph, each subject was 

instructed to type the same paragraph again, but with an 

added task as described below: 

Subjects in Group A were instructed to pay attention 

to , and keep a mental count of , the number of times they 

used the third finger of the left hand · 
The correct finger 

was demonstrated to be sure they underSt ood. 
They were asked 



t o r eport the count on comp let i on of the e · d h • xerc1se, an t 1s 

reported count was r eco rded along with the time and number 

of error s . 

Subjects in Group B were instructed to pay attention 

to and keep a mental count of the number of times they typed 

the letters 11P, i, "q," and ,1k." It was explained that they 

were not to count each letter group separately, but only to 

report a total number for all three. This count also was 

recorded along with time and errors. 

Subjects in Group C were instructed to pay attention to 

and keep a mental count of the number of times they typed 

16 

t he word "and." This reported count was recorded along with 

time and errors. In all cases cited above, the actual number 

of occurrences for each condition was 18. 

Subjects in Group D were asked only to re-type the test 

paragraph with no added task, and time and errors were recorded. 



Chapter 3 

RESULTS 

For each subject, the time (in seconds) required for 

the first typing of the test paragraph was subtracted from 

the time required for the second typi·ng. A n analysis of 

Var iance was performed on th ese time differences for all 

four groups. The number of errors on the first typing was 

subtracted from the number of errors on the second typing 

and an analysis of variance performed on these differences. 

The same procedure was used for the accuracy of the reported 

count, except in this case only three groups were involved 

(Group D was not asked for an estimate) and the figures used 

were obtained by determining the number by which each reported 

count was over- or under-estimated. 

The only significant results were obtained by the analysis 

of variance of the time differences, f(3,56) = 18.53, £ < .001. 

A graph of the mean group time differences (Figure 1) shows 

an average increase in time for Group A of 47.33 seconds. 

Group B (x = 8.67 sec.), Group C (x = -1.47 sec.), and Group D 

(x = -2.73 sec.) show no significant change. Furthermore, 

· G A as the group which a Newman Keuls analysis identifies roup 

t . Analysis of the error accounted for the significant F ra io. 

differences and the estimate differences for all four groups 

. . . . ·ther of these variables. 
r evealed no significance in ei 

17 
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Chapter 4 

DISCUSSION 

The se r esults confirm the earlier precti· t· th . c ion at Group 

A would experience more interference with performance than 

the other groups and that attention may indeed have a dis

ruptive effect when focused on some aspect of the motor 

function of an automated activity. They also indicate that 

in this case speed is the element most severely affected. 

Accuracy, as measured by the error rate and the correctness 

of the mental count, does not appear to be influenced. It 

may be that the slower pace of the subjects in Group A offset 

any tendency toward an increased error rate, either in typing 

or in keeping a mental count. 

Since there was no significant difference in the per

formance of Group B (letter group), Group C ("and" group), 

or Group D (control group), then it must be concluded that 

the significant decrement exhibited by Group A (finger group) 

cannot be explained by the difficulty of paying attention 

to or counting certain occurrences. The only factor which 

mi ght be responsible for the difference appears to be the 

r equ irement that attention be directed to a motor aspect of 

the automated skill. 

ment 

of the results of this experiA possible interpretation 

1 at ion offered by Schmidt (1980) in may li e in t he exp an 

19 



hi s comment r egardi ng t he disruptive 
effects of feedback 

on the piano pl aye r. 
In the case of the t ypists, i t is 

obvious that fee db ack in ·t lf 
i se . could not be the disruptive 

factor sin ce a ny k in esthetic f db 
ee ack received from striking 

the key with the designated finger would presumabl y indicate 

a correct moto r response and would therefore not require a 

de l a y for corr ec t ion or adjustment. However, it is possible 

that attention to the action of a specific finger may cause 

a momentary or sporadic regression to the early cognitive 

stage as desc ribed by Fitts and Posner (1967), when close 

attention to kinesthetic feedback is a necessary aspect of 

the l earning process. In these circumstances, it might be 

20 

the anticipation of, and attention to, feedback which causes 

disruptio n. Since being forced to type at the letter-level 

stage did not significantly affect the speed of the subjects 

in Group B, then it may be deduced that this momentary regres

sion, if it occurs, must be to the earliest stage of the 

learning process. 

If regress ion is responsible for the significant time 

difference shown by the finger group, it would seem reasonable 

hl.ghly ski' lled typists would be more to assume that the most 

seve r e l y affected than those who were still operating at an 

t enoua
0
. h subJ'ects in this intermediate l e vel. There were no 

f BO wpm or above to draw st ud y who we r e capable of speeds 0 

any co nclus io ns on this score . Another probl em involved in 

of the expert t ypists 
att emptin g to ana l yze the perfo rmance 



is the strategy , which ma y have b 
een empl oyed by s ome , of 

tr ans fe r ring attention from th e fin ge r to the 
counting of 

the t hree l et t e r s , " s " "w " ' , and "x ," that are typed with 
th at f i nger. Thi s strategy, which we 

sought to control for 

wi t h t he l et t e r group, is one which is 1i·kely 
to be employed 

onl y by the most expert typists. However, most of the 

sub j ec ts did not use this strategy or the results would have 

been quite different. 

2 1 

It was also predicted that subjects in Group c ( 11 and" 

group) would experience less interference than subjects in 

Group B (letter group) since those in Group B would be required 

to type at the letter-level instead of the chained-response 

level. Although there was no significant difference between 

the performance of these groups, there does appear to be a 

slight tre nd in the predicted direction. It may be that the 

average subject in this study was not sufficiently skilled 

to be significantly affected by the necessity of typing at 

the letter-level. As noted earlier, West (1969) claims that 

large-sc a le chaining appears only at speeds above 80 wpm. 

He f urthe r st a te s that there is usually only "modest" use 

of cha ining at 60 wpm , and at lower speeds (i.e. 40-55 wpm) 

letter-by-letter t yping is the norm. Since the average 

thl·s experiment was 64 wpm, it seems speed o f the t ypists in 

l ikel y t hat the dis advantage of be ing forced to type at the 

t o f the subjects. It l ette r - l evel wo uld be minima l f o r mos 

h s ame experiment with a 
might prove int e r e s t i ng to co nduct t e 
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population of highly skilled typists 

(i.e. 80 wpm and up) 
s ince they would presumably be 

accustomed to typing in the 

chained-response mod e . Again, t here were t 
no enough subject s 

in th i s catego r y in each group t d 0 raw any conclusions on 
this score . 

From t he standpoint of the general theoretical models 

present ed earlier in this paper, the significant results of 

this experimen t might be interpreted as lending support to 

the multiple resources theory as opposed to the single channel 

theory. Although Posner (1982) sees no incompatibility 

bet ween the single channel and the multiple resources theories 

it is difficult to see how his interpretation of single 
' 

channel theory can account for these results. He sees a bottle

neck effect as the result of an excessive demand for coordina

tion at some level of processing, but there is no reason to 

suspect that coordination would be more difficult if it involved 

two similar functions, or two aspects of one function, than if 

it involved totally dissimilar functions. If coordination is 

accomplished, as he suggests, at the level he identifies with 

conscious awareness, then it should be just as difficult to 

allocate attention to one activity as another while performing 

an automated s kill. Navon and Gopher (1979), in discussing 

their con cept ual framework for the idea of multiple resources , 

f . ct· s that indicate stat e that t hi s approach accounts for " in ing 

t h t either central capacity st r uc ture - specif ic interference a n 

1 de ls could adequately exp lain " (p. 247) . 
model s nor structura mo 



It should be pointe d out that counting lett ers or words 

rna Y simply be more compatible with certain highl y practiced 

aspects of typing, such as letter or word recognition, than 

is the counting of finger movements. In any event, the 

answer s to this and other questions that have been raised 

must await the results of further research. 

23 
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Paragraph 2 

When I was about seven years old, r found 
a small hole , 

barely an inch in diameter, in the bank behi·nd 
our famil y' s 

house. With a trowel, I excavated for hours f 11 · , o owing the 

hole back into the bank with sweaty, mud-splattered determina

tion through p ale roots and the thick loamy soil. The hidden 

treasure was a vaguely startled salamander, marbl ed black and 

purple. Held in my hand, the salamander, a good e ight inches 

long, emitted a low-pitched rattle. It wa s an unpleasant 

sound, and I dropped the creature. Afraid o f what I had 

unearthed , I returned to the house and t ook a bath, soaking 

off th e dirt as I looked through my family's book on reptiles. 

I had fo und a perfectly harmless Pa c i f ic Gi ant sa l amand er , 

though it seemed mine was l a rger than the six inches it was 

said to re ach. When I return ed, the sa lamander had disapp ear ed. 

My mo t her asked what I had been doing, and I sa id II othing. 11 
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Test Paragr aph 

Tom and Debbi e turn e d s lo wly an d conte ntedly in t he 

direction of the hill. The moon comin g up behind th em l ooked 

round and be ne vol e nt , bri ght and gaud · like the l obe of he 

lone l y l i ght in t he l it tl e vill ge the· l iv d i n . The i l nee 

of t he t r ees o utlin ed by t he moon l i ght and h q i esc c of 

t he night br eeze t o ld of nat ur _ ' · hope and ha wi n r 

no lo nge r e x rt e d th fi r e po ~ r and po enc· o or 

t . I was th e time on h hill fo r h bold ad 1m . i i 1 

l and t o ho ld i t br a h b f o r h · hr i 11 a d r oic 0 

comin g \ ' n Fo r mu h 0 h n i Tom nd 

and ta lk d , limb in g up nd do ,·n on hi 11 

bur g on i ng rin g i m Tom n bbi f 1 q 

a he ~- wa c h d h mo n 11 n b hind h r h 

l oomin g r id e . Th n i h 1 0 and co -

y d th f e lin g of comi n u o n gro f h n 

umbl i n j oyf lly o n h g r n 1 n o 1 h 1. 
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